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BORDEAUX, FRANCE: ONE OF
THE WORLD'S MOST RENOWNED
& PRESTIGIOUS WINE REGIONS.
The French winegrowing region of
Bordeaux was, is,
and always will be
the cornerstone of
great French wine
production. Many
of the estates can
trace their wine
heritage back for
centuries due to a
strategic fact - the
citizens of Bordeaux
suppor ted the
French Revolution
at the end of the
18th Century. In
comparison, Bordeaux’s nearest rival, Burgundy, was home to many noble families
and supported the French King Louis XVI. After the revolution, the great vineyards of
Burgundy were cut up and divided among those who supported the revolution
while Bordeaux’s marvelous estates were left intact.
Bordeaux’s greatness can also be traced to its main grape, the incredible
Cabernet Sauvignon. This prized varietal is favored for its high acidity, which in
turn allows for greater wine longevity. Wines that age gently and eventually
produce a nectar-like substance are highly valued and command great respect
from the wine industry’s top international wine periodicals. Tastings of rare
old Bordeaux Châteaux are always big news and are eagerly awaited
by wine connoisseurs and aficionados alike.
Bordeaux is also a huge growing area and houses just
under 9,000 wine estates and wineries, by far the largest
accumulation of wine producers in France. About 75% of
Bordeaux’s wine production is red, the remainder is white.
A unique classification of quality occurred in 1855 and has
remained largely intact since that time. Additional classifications
(Graves, actually Pessac-Leognan, in 1953 and St. Emilion in 1954)
helped further define quality levels in those interior growing areas.
While prices for the upper levels of French Bordeaux have soared in
recent decades (thanks mostly to buying from the Asian markets), there is still
a perceived value for many basic French Bordeaux reds and some of the Petite
Châteaux. Many of these estates have received rave reviews on their wines
and have continually scored high in international competitions. Today, it is
considered great sport to find and enjoy great French Bordeaux that are
hidden within the expanse of Bordeaux’s seemingly endless supply of wine.

When you consider price/value
in purchasing Bordeaux, then it becomes
a no-brainer to seek out a heretofore
unheard of wine for its great value.
There continue to be many
adventures still available in today’s wine
world, and Bordeaux is still a virtual wine
sea of possibilities for anyone interested
in classically grown and produced wine.
A visit to the magical city and its environs
is an endearing experience that should
not be missed. The City of Bordeaux is
charming in itself with a plethora of new
restaurants that cater to wine-devotees
from all over the world.

Region Spotlight: Bordeaux
Overall, the nautical influence of
the Gironde River and its two tributaries,
the Garonne and the Dordogne, make
Bordeaux a naturally brilliant place to grow
grape vines. The weather also cooperates
a great deal of the time and there are
actually a large number of top growing
years compared to the rest of France.
The terroir on Bordeaux’s right
bank (or Libournais as the French call it),
which Château La Tour du Pin Figeac
and Domaine du Vieux Manoir
sit, is considered better suited for
the earlier-ripening varieties of
Cabernet Franc and Merlot than
Cabernet Sauvignon. The soil here

is similar to that of its
neighbors, though
not quite as gravelly,
yielding robust wines.
The actual
acreage of Château
d u C ro s ( G r a v e s )
constitutes a unit of 220
acres overlapping the
communes of Loupiac
and Sainte - Croix - du
- Mont. South of the
City of Bordeaux, the
lime-clay soils cover a bed-rock of coarse limestone as the banks of fossilized
oysters reveal. The limestone base is near perfect for vineyards and is common
throughout most of the Graves Appellation. The chief grape here is Sauvignon
Blanc, the mainstay of white Bordeaux. One of Château du Cros' most popular
wines is the Mayne du Cros, a blend of Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon.

WINE REGIONS OF BORDEAUX, FRANCE
The world renowned Bordeaux region of France is located in the
southwestern corner of the country, just miles away from the
Atlantic coast. The Gironde Estuary and its two major rivers,
the Dordogne and the Garonne, run through the heart of the
region and help define its maritime climate of hot, dry summers
and rather mild winters. Bordeaux is the largest controlled
winegrowing region in France, home to over 10,000 producers
and the artisan of nearly 70 million cases of wine each vintage.
It is a region based on "banks" - left bank or right bank, with a
distinguished collection of grape varieties, well-honed traditions,
and strict classification systems. Bordeaux is home to some of the
world's most sought-after and expensive wines, and is known as
one of the most prestigious wine regions of our time.
Medoc
Saint Estephe
Pauillac
Saint Julien
Listrac
Moulis
Margaux
Haut Medoc
Pessac-Leognan
Entre Deux Mers
Premieres Cotes de Bordeaux
Loupiac
Cerons
Graves
Sauternes
Cotes de Bordeaux Saint Macaire
Bordeaux Superieur

Cotes de Blaye
Cotes de Bourg
Bordeaux Superieur
Fronsac
Canon-Fronsac
Lalande de Pomerol
Pomerol
Lussac Saint Emilion
Montagne Saint Emilion
Cotes de Francs
Saint Georges
Puisseguin Saint Emilion
Cotes de Castilion
Saint Emilion
Sainte Foy Bordeaux
Bordeaux Haut Benauge

Bordeaux, France:
Fun Facts!
Bordeaux has at least 5,000 uniquely-styled
gothic-baroque inspired buildings that
portray the region's rich historical background.
Known as the longest shopping strip in
Europe, the Rue Saint Catherine is a 1.2 kmlong stretch of high-end shops, brasseries,
cafes, and shopping centers. This includes
the famous "Galeries Lafayette" department
store which has its interiors designed to
resemble a royal palace.

Photos, top to bottom, left to right:
•
The picturesque town of St. Emilion is surrounded by world-class vineyards and some of the most
prestigious wine producers.
•

Bordeaux's Saint Andre Cathedral is a 17th century church and one of the region's main
attractions.

•

The Château du Cros producer owns vineyard acreage in the Graves and Loupiac appellations of
Bordeaux. The symbol of the producer is the old castle structure on the property that dates back
to the 12th century.

•

The barrel room at Château La Tour du Pin Figeac, located in the St. Emilion region of Bordeaux.

•

The Château du Cros is most renowned for the quality and consistency of its white wines.

•

The flag of France, and the Coat of Arms of Bordeaux.

•

The Bordeaux Grand Theater is considered by many to be the cultural heart of the city.

Bordeaux is the location of the world's biggest
interational wine and spirits convention and
festival, the Vinexpo, which happens every year.
The dominant grape variety grown in
Bordeaux is Merlot. Merlot adds to the
'roundness' and the body of Bordeaux
blends. It also enhances color and offers
smooth tannins.
The region is divided into more than 55 wine
growing appellations.
The Bordeaux Grand Theater is over 250
years old.
The town square of Esplanade des
Quinconces is the largest in Europe.
In addition to wine production, Bordeaux
is also famous for the Laser Megajoule, a
project of the French Ministry of Defense
and its aeronautic industry.
Bordeaux is France's largest fine wine region
in both production and vineyard acreage
(over 300,000 planted acres).

THE FLAG OF FRANCE
The French national flag is called ‘The Tricolor,’
which in French is ‘Drapeau Tricolore,’ and
consists of three vertical stripes. The tricolor
was created in July 1789 during the French
Revolution from a rosette by Marquis de
Lafayette. The combination of red and blue
(colors of Paris) and the royal color white (symbolizing the return of
the King) were chosen, and thus became the cockade for the revolution.
The tricolor was established as France’s national flag in 1794.
The Bordeaux Coat of Arms depicts the French fleurde-lys, which represents French royalty. The leopard
recalls when Bordeaux was the capital of the Duchy of
Guyenne. The castle shows the towers of the former city
hall, from which only the Grosse
Cloche (Big Bell) was preserved.
This bell was rung to announce
the beginning of grape harvest. The water
symbolizes the river Garonne, and the
moon crescent stands for the curve
made by this river inside the town.

À la v�tre!
Order Toll Free: 1-800-266-8888 • Order by Fax: 1-800-266-8889
Order online at: www.goldmedalwineclub.com

A

collection of top-notch french producers represent
some of bordeaux's most renowned appellations.
Château La Tour du Pin
Figeac
St. Emilion

If you are interested
in very fine Bordeaux with a
fascinating pedigree that is often
overlooked by many, Château La
Tour du Pin Figeac is a marvelous
opportunity to enjoy first class
red Bordeaux. Origin can be traced back to the second century
when it was owned by a Roman notable named Figeacus. Over the
centuries the Figeac estate grew and shrank, which explains the
number of estates that to this day incorporate its name. Château
La Tour du Pin Figeac came into existence in 1879 and lies between
two famed Châteaux, Cheval Blanc and Figeac.
When St. Emilion was classified in 1955, La Tour du Pin
Figeac was given Grand Cru Classé status, the area’s second highest
award. It maintains that status today, only one of a handful of
wineries that are in the classified categories. The Château La Tour
du Pin Figeac entered the family Belivier when it was purchased in
1923 by Gerard Belivier, uncle of the current master of the house
(Stephane Giraud). Mr. Belivier gave it to his brother Lucien Giraud
(Stephane’s father) in 1972.
The property is planted to 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet
Franc, a normal ratio for vineyards in St. Emilion.The grapes are hand
harvested and the resultant juice is placed in new oak barrels (2/3)
and in older wood (1/3).

Domaine du Vieux Manoir
Lalande de Pomerol

Another important appellation on the right bank of
Bordeaux is Lalande de Pomerol, a cousin to its more famous
neighbor Pomerol (home of Château Petrus, arguably the most
famous wine in the world). Lying just north of Pomerol, it is
considered a real emerging top caliber appellation by wine
critics. Many property owners have invested heavily in Lalande de
Pomerol‘s estates with excellent initial results. The property that
comprises Domaine de Vieux Manoir is tiny, just over an acre and
a half. It is planted mostly to Merlot (most of Lalande de Pomerol
and Pomerol is also Merlot) and ideally suited to the sandy soils of
its location. The wines of Domaine de Vieux Manoir are incredibly
rich and fruity and pair well with practically any beef selections.

The Winemaker: Andre Giraud
Andre Giraud is something of a rarity in Bordeaux due to
the fact that he is the owner and also winemaker for two wineries
featured in this International Series feature: Château La Tour du
Pin Figeac and Domaine du Vieux Manoir. He also works the
vineyards along with a small staff that includes members of his
family. He points to the rewards of his craft, notably the ability

to discover new and exciting things
when making wines and also the
opportunity to travel to meet his
customers and share with them
the joys of winemaking and wine
tasting.
His wines are a combination
of elegance, flexibility and finesse
along with a true respect for what
the French term, “the fruit of the
barrel.” Andre Giraud also has Andre Giraud with wife, Sylvie
expressed the fact that his wines are the product of a fragmented
culture that truthfully respect the ecosystem that produces them.

Château Mayne du Cros
Graves

This historic place traces its origins back as far as King
Richard the Lion Heart who ordered its construction in 1196 in
the commune of Loupiac. The castle sits south of the village on
a plateau overlooking the Garonne River, one of the lifebloods
of Bordeaux’s vast wine region. Château du Cros was originally
owned by English lords, but later passed on to the French. The
wine château dates from the 18th Century and, in 1921, came
into the possession of the family of Francois Thevenot. Today,
Thevenot’s great grandson, Michel Boyer operates the property
for the family. It is the most important vineyard in the commune
of Loupiac, and is internationally known for its marvelous white
wines. It occupies some 222 acres of vineyards, quite large for a
Bordeaux property. Château Mayne du Cros, the property where
this month's International Series selection is from, is a nearly
25-acre vineyard located in
the commune of Cerons. It
is directly in the heart of the
Graves appellation and is a
part of the Château du Cros
family of wines. From the
castle, a near perfect view
of the City of Bordeaux is
available to the South.

The Winemaker: Julien Noel
Julien Noel is a pleasant young winemaker who handles
all the winemaking chores for the Château du Cros wines. He
graduated in winemaking/winegrowing from the highly respected
School of Château La Tour Blanche in Sauternes. Noel also has a
bachelor’s degree in wine business and marketing from the Bordeaux
International Wine Institute, INSEEC, in the City of Bordeaux.
Prior to joining Château du Cros, he worked for two years
as an assistant winemaker in Bordeaux and went abroad for a year
where he held the position of a retail store manager in New Zealand.

The International Series features specially-selected, imported hard-to-find wines
of the world for members of the Gold Medal Wine Club.

1-800-266-8888

www.goldmedalwineclub.com

“Bringing you the best
small wineries since 1992”

FEATURED FRENCH WINES
Château La Tour du Pin Figeac 2009 Grand Cru Classé (red)
Saint Emilion appellation of Bordeaux, France

The Château La Tour du Pin Figeac is located in one of the most desirable
terriors of the Bordeaux region, the Figeac-Pomerol plateau, tucked in the
northeastern block of the expansive wine growing region. This premium
red blend consists of 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Franc, two of the
most prominant red varietals grown in the Saint Emilion appellation.
Aromas of wild strawberries and raspberries complement the rich dark
fruit flavors on the nicely balanced, elegantly structured palate. Château
La Tour du Pin Figeac has earned the prestigious 'Grand Cru Classé'
distinction for this wine, meaning it was made under stricter production
restrictions to promote a higher quality wine. Aged 12 months in oak.
Enjoy now until 2019.

REORDER

Winery Direct: $55.00 /bottle
Members Only Special Pricing: Save 22% - 29% online!

Domaine du Vieux Manoir 2008 (red)

Lalande de Pomerol appellation of Bordeaux, France

Produced in the Lalande de Pomerol appellation of Bordeaux, the
Domaine du Vieux Manoir is 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Franc and
beautifully represents the calibur of wines from this region. The wines of
Lalande de Pomerol are made predominantly from Merlot, but typically
also contain Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon, or Malbec. As with
most of the right-bank appellations, it is the approachability and supple
fruit flavors of Merlot-based blends that make these wines so popular in
the modern marketplace. The Domaine du Vieux Manoir 2008 is intense
ruby red in color with a fresh bouquet of ripe fruit flavors. The palate
is bursting with plenty of freshness, yet it maintains an elegant balance
from start to finish. Aged 12 months in oak. Just 250 Cases Produced.
Enjoy now until 2018.

REORDER

Winery Direct: $30.00 /bottle
Members Only Special Pricing: Save 17% - 31% online!

Mayne du Cros 2011 (white)
Graves appellation of Bordeaux, France

The appellation of Graves is home to some of the best dry white wines in
all of Bordeaux, France. Graves is situated on the left bank of the Garonne
river, in the upstream part of the Bordeaux region, and was named for its
intensely gravelly soil (the result of glaciers from the Ice Age). A blend of
60% Sauvignon Blanc and 40% Semillon, the Mayne du Cros 2011 is straw
yellow in color with aromas of citrus, white flowers, and toasted bread.
On the palate, the wine is full-bodied with rich citrus flavors and a long,
lingering finish. The aging in oak barrels provides the smooth, rounded
flavors and notes of toasted oak on the finish. The Mayne du Cros is part
of the larger Château du Cros family of wines. Aged 8 months in oak. Enjoy
now until 2016.

REORDER

Winery Direct: $20.00 /bottle
Members Only Special Pricing: Save 15% - 36% online!

Reorder online: www.goldmedalwineclub.com
Reorder toll free: 1-800-266-8888

These special discounts are available only to club members, gift
recipients and gift givers. Remember to login to see your prices online!
*2 bottle min. per wine, per order. Shipping and tax (if applicable) not included in above prices.

